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SA916 under vehicle search mirror is a very practical and convenient under vehicle inspection mirror. 

26*30cm super big square convex mirror, with high power high light white LED and rechargeable 

battery. Economical, easy to carry, simple and clear, with three wheels to rotation, easy to push. 

especially used for check under car, desk, chair check etc. 

        

 

 

 

Mirror:  

⚫ 26 * 30 cm square high-intensity shatterproof acrylic mirror 

⚫ Convex-shaped two-fold amplification effect  

⚫ As 1/2 weight as an ordinary glass mirror of the same size  

⚫ With certain toughness, not easy to break, safe and durable 

⚫ The brightness is as the glass mirror  

⚫ Ebonite materials surround the bottom of the mirror, can effectively prevent the collision cause 

damage to the mirror  

⚫ Detectable minimum height: 10CM, retractable rod from 50-147cm 

Grip :  

⚫ T-type retractable rod, designed to maximize the depth to the detection of vehicles and goods 

⚫ Two-ball shrapnel, plastic ring double insurance positioning  

Specifications:  
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⚫ Use of high-quality aluminum structure, and multiple high-intensity processing, light , firm, and 

beautiful 

⚫ Surface dust-free workshop grilled outdoor paint treatment. long-term use of non-bleaching, non-

smell, harmless to the human body 

⚫ Cotton with a black foam grip, grip feeling good, fit a long time operation.  

Light source:  

⚫ Fluorescent lamp. Fluorescent lamp with a light natural, soft features, more clear to see the hidden 

objects reflected on the mirror 

 

 

 

⚫ Built-in 2*18650 lithium batteries, 4400mA(removable), charging time:4-5hours, fully charged can 

work for 3-4hours at least. 

⚫ economical, convenient and practical.  

⚫ Supply with power adapters with the bag.  

 

 

 

⚫ Make the rod for folding fixed in aluminum case for easy withdrawn. 

 

  

 

 

⚫ This model use for under vehicle inspection operation design, tables, chairs, vehicle and other objects 

need to bend down to search. 

⚫ According the actual situation, if under low-light conditions with a flashlight so as to avoid missing 

the target object search 

 

 

 

 

⚫ Convex 

⚫ Chargers 

⚫ a small tube 

⚫ T -shaped tube 
 

Power:  

Use method:  

Standard Contents:  

Carry:  

⚫ Unit weight: 3.5KG; Unit package size: 55*35*20cm 

⚫ Package size: 800*580*420mm (5pcs/carton) 

⚫ Gross weight: 27KG(5pcs/carton) 
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